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Max Gam Iversen works in various media and materials through specific conceptually based obstruc-
tions and working methods whilst experimenting with the materiality and sensibility of the artworks 
as immediate objects in a bodily relation. Gam Iversens recent works focus on animal keeping and the 
landscape and its place in the realm of nature and synthetics whilst questioning the different aspects 
of authenticity in nature and art. 



Compulsive Stretch
GIF, exhibited on kunsthalaarhus.dk
2020

Compulsive Stretch is a GIF consisting of images of landscapes in continuous looping transition, with a 
meme-like text in the middle bearing the words: COMPULSIVE STRETCH; both describing the sud-
den appearance of the stretch on the screen, a physical tick or some peculiar body language. 





Bush#4
2020
Kunsthal Aarhus (Aarhus, Denmark)
Acrylic on canvas

Bush#4 is a small painting exploring the depiction of vegetation as a painterly gesture in a minimal 
way. The painting was exhibited on the inside of the gallery window pane, supported by spring-
loaded aluminum beams. This allowed the painting to be viewed from the outside, during Denmark’s 
COVID-19 lockdown. 



Sleerpers
2020
Kunsthal Aarhus (Aarhus, Denmark)
Installation

Sleepers is an installation consisting of five dummies wearing ghillie suits, sneakers and trail running 
shoes. The dummies are piled on top of one another on scaffolding. The installation explores nature 
and mankind’s relation in terms of pace and purposefulness in a way that’s loaded with theatrical pa-
thos and commercial display. 







C.V
Max Gam Iversen, (f. 1994, DK)

Education:

Engelsholm Højskole - 2014
Kunsthøjskolen på Ærø - 2014-2015
Athens School of Fine Arts - 2018-2019
Det Jyske Kunstakademi - 2015-2020

Selected Exhibitions: 

2020 - “2020”,  Graduation show for Det Jyske Kunstakademi, Kunsthal Aarhus, Aarhus Denmark

2018 - “Parliament of owls, murder of crows”, Bachelor exhibition for Det Jyske Kunstakademi,
 Aarhus town hall and SPLAB, Det Jyske Kunstakademi, Aarhus, Denmark

2017 - “Phlegmat”, solo exhibition,  Ceresbyen1a Ved Ceresbyen, Aarhus, Denmark

2017 - “Dyrepolitik”, Group exhibition, SPLAB, Det Jyske Kunstakademi, Aarhus, Denmark

2016 - “Interiør”, Group exhibition, Vester Allé, Aarhus, Denmark

2016 - “Klumpglomerat”, Group Exhibition, SPLAB, Det Jyske Kunstakademi, Aarhus, Denmark


